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TALK of a European super league is nothing new. As early as 1964, legendary football writer Brian
Glanville wrote a major article in World Soccer carrying the headline “Economic reality will force
European League.” Speculation has intensified of late. In November 2018, Football Leaks published a
document allegedly detailing a mooted 16 team breakaway division of Europe's biggest clubs, while
The New York Times reported Real Madrid Florentino Pérez met with other club presidents to propose
a 40 team, two tiered closed league system in December 2019. Just this month, Liverpool and
Manchester United were reported as leading an initiative to reform the Premier League - feasibly a
step towards a super league.

In one respect, we already have a European Super League - it’s called the UEFA Champions’ League.
Recently however, regardless of such proposed structural changes that would decimate Europe’s
football pyramid for the financial benefit of a handful of club presidents, European football has sleep
walked into the processes that would drive such a breakaway structure.

AS Monaco and OGC Nice were pioneers. A production line was established as both clubs
implemented a scouting network that trawled the world's most cost effective footballing backwaters.
Those young players were nurtured in a league well-suited to the progression of burgeoning talent
and then sold to the cash rich Premier League or elite clubs for a huge profit. It became their express
aim to find, develop and - crucially - sell young footballers. Winning and competing became
secondary. Success stories were largely only used as advertising to entice the next crop of youngsters
to join as Monaco in particular made hundreds of millions of Euros in transfer sales. Now, as a result
of seeing that success, it is the express aim of every club (other than PSG) in Ligue 1 to scout, develop
and sell players. One major sale can sustain a club like Angers or Reims for some time. Ligue 1 even
went as far as to rebrand itself 'The League of Talents' while, earlier this year, Saint-Étienne manager
Claude Puel described French football as a “laboratory” for the other four ‘big’ leagues. Unfortunately
however, Puel’s statement may already be out of date.

Less powerful outfits from the other major leagues have started to follow suit. Although
circumstances remain murky, Valencia, for example, have switched their focus to developing young
players, logically with a view to sales. Even those clubs like Sevilla and Borussia Dortmund who indulge
in similar processes of scouting and development as most Ligue 1 sides, but focus less on the ‘sale’
aspect and continue to harbour trophy winning ambitions, are seen as ‘stepping stones’ for players
aiming at Europe’s top tier teams. Something similar could be said of the 14 Premier League clubs
outside the ‘big six’. 

We may soon end up with a system where the stated purpose of the vast majority of clubs within the
current top five leagues is to develop players for the wealthiest eight or ten teams and the Premier
League. This is not to say football should not be run ‘like a business’ as the cliché goes. It absolutely 
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should be. Sponsorship at every level should be encouraged, TV rights should be expanded, leagues
should work together to maximise their revenue and exposure. It is simply that the current aims and
focus of the sport as a business are faulty, largely thanks to the greed and short-sightedness of those
like Pérez, Andrea Agnelli and Nasser Al-Khelaifi who control the most powerful clubs. It is quite
possible that the natural conclusion of their ideas would mean the death of the sport.

Assuming that the overtly defined roles of “feeder club” and “elite club” continue to become more
pronounced (although admittedly this has always been the case in some regard) and a breakaway
super league is eventually willed into existence by Pérez and co, the futures of those clubs left behind
becomes very uncertain. Without the draw of PSG, Juventus, Bayern Munich and so on, the
marketability of their former leagues could evaporate overnight. Meaning broadcast deals and
sponsorship could disappear. Clubs lower down each pyramid would also be affected without
parachute payments, TV money from cup games and a lack of transfer fees.

In severely damaging those clubs, the majority of football supporters would be alienated in the
process. Although the most casual of fan may be interested by a super league - good luck getting
those viewers to pay for expensive TV packages - if that league’s assumption is that the more
hardcore supporters will redirect their fandom and interest to the very body that destroyed their local
club, it is naive at best.

Furthermore, as it stands, how many clubs could genuinely hope to win a super league any time soon
if it were to start tomorrow? Seven? (Liverpool, Manchester City, Real Madrid, Bayern Munich,
Barcelona, Juventus and perhaps PSG.) Although there may be some tense games towards the end of
a season between those teams, something the Champions’ League already provides, the others
would largely be there to make up the numbers. Teams like Atletico Madrid, Roma, Dortmund and
Lyon would either become midtable also-rans in a 40 team two tier structure, or be doomed to
eternally finish between tenth and sixteenth in a closed 16 team division. Aside from being
unspeakably dull, this would also alienate another sizable group of supporters.

Instead, football should look to enhance its on-field competitiveness wherever possible. A footballing
meritocracy would benefit all, and this starts with the spreading of resources among clubs, perhaps
with the leagues themselves becoming more business facing. Broadcast revenue should be shared
equally in every division and Champions’ League money should be shared evenly among domestic
leagues. Sponsorship should be aggregated amongst clubs within a division - perhaps including a
bidding process for sponsors but the investment generated should be apportioned equally rather
than ploughing cash into a select few.

Transfer budgets and wage caps should be introduced, and such rules should be made equal across
each European leagues to ensure parity. Reducing the size of domestic leagues could also be
considered with more play-off and relegation systems to enhance competitiveness. A 16 team
Premier League for example with a four up, four down relegation structure including play-offs would
be an enthralling proposition and largely eradicate the cliched and unnecessary ‘mid-table obscurity’.
As the spike in interest thanks to Leicester City’s glorious 2015/16 title run underlined, it’s a broader
competitiveness and genuine unpredictability that brings in fans of all types and generates attention. 
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And, as a result, increases revenue. Tactical innovation, pioneering coaching, nuanced scouting and
intelligent management should win matches and trophies. Not the notion that one team’s budget is
several times that of the other’s thanks to effectively random overseas investment or a historical bias.

The only issue is that these ideas benefit football as a whole, the billions of fans worldwide, the tens of
thousands of match going supporters in each city across the continent, the vast majority of clubs and
the spectacle and excitement of the sporting product. And not Florentino Pérez and Andrea Agnelli. 

If European football continues in its current direction, a super league, although a nadir, won’t become
the major jumping off point into ‘franchise football’, it will simply become a depressingly natural next
step along a path our sport is already a long way down. Football must change. Otherwise, Glanville’s
1964 prophecy will finally be realised and reality will force a European league. That reality, however,
may be far more unpalatable than he could have imagined.

In the pages ahead you will find broad and in-depth discussion and insight on all aspects of the
leagues covered so extensively by Get Football’s team of writers, podcasters, tweeters and
presenters. Our named, dedicated club columns cover the latest goings on at European football’s
most prominent clubs (from Barcelona to Rennes) ahead of the new Champions’ League season.
While some of the more captivating subplots from Ligue 1, the Bundesliga, Serie A and La Liga are
considered in ‘Up Front’.

The two ends of the historical spectrum are covered in the images featured in this issue. From the
atmospheric black and white photographs bringing further life to each club column to the superb
illustrations by Bob which focus on each burgeoning talent examined across our ten player profiles. A
selection of longer read feature articles from each Get Football outlet populates the centre of this
issue, covering a variety of topics from the politics of Livorno’s ultras to a look at late French coach
Alex Dupont’s captivating career.

A huge thanks to each of the writers who contributed to this third issue of The Modern Footballer. As
detailed in our ‘Writers’ section at the back of this copy, each can be followed and contacted via
Twitter. Most importantly, a massive thank you goes to you, the reader, for your interest in this
publication. It means the world. This is by far our biggest, most detailed and most colourful issue to
date, we hope you enjoy it.

Adam White, editor & designer
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Illustrations
A selection of the original illustrations featured in this issue can be
purchased via the Modern Footballer Store. For more information
and future commissions email illustrationsbybob@gmail.com.
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UP FRONTUP FRONT
Get Football writers take a
look at some of the major
stories across Ligue 1, La Liga,
Serie A and the Bundesliga.

Alfredo Di Stéfano, late 1940s
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Spezia’s Historic Journey
In 2008, things looked pretty hopeless for
Spezia. The club filed for bankruptcy a matter
of days after being relegated to Serie C. Just
two years earlier, the team had been
promoted to Serie B for the first time in over
50 years. The only problem was that they had
overspent to get there. Now they had to face
up to the consequences. A new owner was
required, in the shape of Gabriele Volpi. He
had a monumental task on his hands. Spezia
had been demoted to Serie D following their
financial struggles. It was set to be a long road
back. Or was it? The side achieved promotion
in their first season of reformation, and
navigated their way through the complicated
league system with minimal fuss, returning to
Serie B in 2012. It had been a remarkable
resurgence, but reaching Serie A for the first
time appeared to be a step too far. Despite
their best efforts to end that run over the next
seven seasons, they were unable to get over
the finishing line. In fact, they rarely came
close.

Then in 2020, their moment arrived. Having
finished third, they faced a daunting challenge
in the play-offs, coming up against former
Serie A sides Chievo Verona and Frosinone.
Two tense contests transpired, with Spezia
drawing both ties, only progressing thanks to
their higher league position. It had been far
from simple, but Spezia had finally made it to
Serie A. They appear to be up against it
straight away, with bookmakers tipping them
to return to Serie B immediately. However,
they should not be completely written off.
Having opted to mix youth with experience,
Spezia will hope their eclectic mix of players
can rise to the challenge. They have upset the
odds before. Can they do it again?

Andrej Kramarić is quite the player
From Leicester City flop to Hoffenheim hero, 

Croatian international striker Andrej Kramarić
is one of the Bundesliga’s most under-
appreciated forwards. Arriving from the
Premier League in 2016 for €11m, the 29-year-
old has scored 68 and created 28 in 135
Bundesliga games at time of writing.

He was integral in Julian Nagelsmann’s
Hoffenheim side. The German’s tactical setup
would often see Kramarić play in attacking
midfield or in a front two, with his versatility a
key component in what Hoffenheim have been
trying to achieve. In 2018, the club from
Sinsheim, qualified for the 2018/19
Champions’ League group stages for the first
time in their history. Although they failed to get
out of their group, which included Manchester
City and Olympique Lyonnais, Kramarić
silenced critics with five goals in six Champions’
League games. With the departure of
Nagelsmann to RB Leipzig in 2019, many had
suggested that the young German tactician
would take Kramarić to Saxony with him. Alfred
Schreuder replaced the German but lasted
just 33 games in all competitions, 16 of which
Kramarić played in, scoring seven. This
summer, Hoffenheim bosses appointed
Bayern Munich II head coach, Sebastian
Hoeneß, nephew of former Bayern president
Uli. His appointment has further aided the
development of Kramarić into one of the most
feared strikers in Germany. The Croatian
scored a hat-trick against FC Köln on the
opening Bundesliga weekend, two goals
against Bayern Munich in a 4-1 win the
following week and netting once against
Eintracht Frankfurt. Two footed, nifty and can
finish from anywhere, Kramarić is quite the
player.

Uncertain times ahead for Marseille
As arguably still France’s biggest club, Marseille
fans have suffered in recent years. No trophies
since 2012 and no Champions’ League football 
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since the 2013/14 campaign. Without the now
defunct Coupe de la Ligue, winning a trophy
again may prove challenging but 2020 marks
their return to European football’s elite.
However, the triumphant return envisaged
may yet turn to embarrassment for OM. André
Villas-Boas eked out the maximum from a
characterful but limited squad last season in
moulding a functional if uninspiring unit, that
nevertheless managed to comfortably secure
the ‘best of the rest’ title, despite Florian
Thauvin’s season long absence. Nevertheless,
there remained a sense that the lack of
continental distractions was key to their
consistent displays while rivals Lyon, Lille and
Rennes all juggled intense midweek travels,
fatigue and rotation.

A thin Marseille squad will be at breaking point
in trying to manage an even more hectic
schedule this campaign with every midweek in
the club calendar between the end of the
October international break and mid
December containing a Champions’ League tie.
Where potential rivals Lyon, Saint-Étienne,
Bordeaux and Montpellier will all get a full
week to prepare for each Ligue 1 fixture with
no cup commitments until January, OM will be
faced with trips to Porto, Olympiacos and
Manchester City.

With reinforcements desperately needed, the
club’s precarious financial situation has meant
that OM’s transfer window has been an
underwhelming one with player sales a
priority, but only Bouna Sarr’s €10m move to
Bayern Munich represented good business in
that department. Incomings have done little to
strengthen the first 11 and only plugged some
gaping holes. Yuto Nagatomo (33) adds
competition, where there previously was none,
for Jordan Amavi at left-back. Leonardo Balerdi
(21) has struggled in his fleeting outings so far
to add some much 

needed depth at centre-back. Talented Bayern
loanee midfielder Michaël Cuisance may prove
an effective addition, but is largely a like-for-
like replacement for Maxime Lopez who left
for Sassuolo. Pape Gueye, although an exciting
prospect, is in much the same position having
made the huge jump from Ligue 2 Le Havre.
The €10m spent on Brazilian teenager Luis
Henrique (18) may prove a masterstroke but at
this stage his signing is little more than a
gamble. As it stands OM are outgunned and
outmanned in Europe and fighting fresher,
fitter rivals at home. A long season may await.

David Silva returns
One of the stories of the summer was David
Silva’s move to Real Sociedad. The magician
from the Canary Islands returns to La Liga
after 10 successful years with Manchester City.
For Spanish football fans this is a major
addition to the league. The 34-year-old will
surely delight spectators for the next two
years.

Real Sociedad supporters will have been sad
to see Martin Ødegaard return to Real Madrid
after a hugely impressive loan stint at the
Reale Arena. However, bringing Silva in to
cover the void left by the Norwegian is a more
than acceptable replacement. City paid
€28.75m in 2010 for the then Valencia
midfielder, a large fee at the time. This time
round, there is no fee, just a last minute snatch
and grab from the clutches of Lazio. Fans will
be hoping they can return to stadiums around
the Iberian peninsula as soon as possible to
marvel at Silva’s skill, ability to pick up balls
between the lines and his threading of
weighted passes into the bursting runs of
Mikel Oyarzabal, Portu and Alexander Isak.

Silva missed his side’s season opener against
Real Valladolid due to a positive test for
COVID-19. He recovered from the virus to 
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make his debut for La Real against Real Madrid
in September’s 0-0 draw. The Basque club will
be delighted to have the former Spanish
international on board, after collapsing in the
league towards the end of the 2019/20
campaign.

Sociedad join Napoli, AZ Alkmaar and Rijeka in
Group F of this year’s Europa League. With the
addition of the fourth highest all-time
goalscorer for the Spanish national team in
their ranks, they will be quietly confident of a
cup run this year.

Fiorentina’s midfield revolution
Fiorentina is a club full of history. Playing at the
iconic Stadio Artemio Franchi, the two time
Serie A champions can be recognised
worldwide due to their dazzling purple kit.
They are not a team you expect to see
languishing in the bottom half of Serie A. 

Yet that has been the case over the last two
years. In 2018/19, Fiorentina only avoided
relegation on the final day after a shocking end
to the campaign. Last year was more
comfortable, but the team containing Federico
Chiesa and Franck Ribéry still underachieved,
and even a strong finish which sealed a slightly
fortuitous tenth place could not paper over
the cracks. Stefano Pioli and Vincenzo Montella
both tried to stop the club’s recent decline, but
failed. Now it is left to Giuseppe Iachini to
spark a revival. His focus has been clear -
target the middle of the park. Fiorentina
already have some exciting prospects at their
disposal in this area in Gaetano Castrovilli and
Erick Pulgar. However, Iachini wants more
variety in his midfield, and he has gone out
and got it.

Sofyan Amrabat had an outstanding debut
campaign at Hellas Verona, and his arrival
promises to be one of the signings of the 

season if he can replicate that form. He is
joined by Giacomo Bonaventura, a classy
operator who offers versatility, and fans’
favourite Borja Valero, returning for his second
spell in Florence. With Amrabat’s intensity,
Bonaventura’s guile and Valero’s experience,
Fiorentina now possess a well rounded
midfield unit. They’ve tried to develop a young,
adventurous side and it hasn’t worked. These
additions should improve La Viola
immeasurably, and push the club back
towards the European places. The team is
taking shape; now they must deliver on the
pitch.

What’s going on at Schalke?
If there ever was a crisis club in the Bundesliga,
it’s Schalke. Head coach David Wagner was
sacked in the final week of September after
picking up just six points from a last possible
54. A less than inspiring appointment, former
Huddersfield Town manager Wagner should
not have been signed up in the first place,
questions were raised by Schalke fans at the
time.

The former Borussia Dortmund II head coach
was relegated with Huddersfield and his CV
remains less than impressive. Early signs did
show promise with 17 points from a possible
24 to begin with, but it has been downhill ever
since. In Benito Raman and Michael Gregoritsh
as attacking options, Schalke lacked an out-
and-out striker and although their defensive
performances were calamitous, failure to find
the net was a key problem, scoring just 38
Bundesliga goals last season, the league’s third
lowest total.  A team of Schalke’s calibre ought
to be doing much better. Regulars in the
Champions’ League, Schalke’s fall from grace
has been spectacular. It seems an age since
the likes of Leon Goretzka and Max Meyer
played for the club when the future appeared
far brighter than what it became. The 
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Eusébio shoots, European Cup Final, 1962
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Yoga, boring press conferences and aYoga, boring press conferences and a
€200m budget cut. Why Zinedine€200m budget cut. Why Zinedine
Zidane is the right man to steer MadridZidane is the right man to steer Madrid
through these unconventional times.through these unconventional times.
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LATE August 2017. Zinedine Zidane arrives for
his bikram yoga class accompanied by his wife,
Véronique. His entrance is characteristically
low key, the Frenchman carrying himself with
the usual discretion that we've come to expect
of him over the years. As a player, it's common
knowledge that Zidane was among the finest
to have ever graced the game, but you
wouldn't know it given the understated
manner in which he typically makes his way
into a room. He’s not the only member of the
Real Madrid staff taking part today - current
director of public relations Emilio Butragueño
is also a bikram fanatic. A boyhood fan of Los
Blancos, Butragueño spent eleven years as a
first team player at Madrid in a celebrated
career and knows all about the pressures of
life at the Santiago Bernabéu.

Like the man himself, Zidane's choice of attire
for today's class is something of a
contradiction. Despite the fierce 42 degree
heat and 40% humidity in the room - almost
equal to that of a Turkish bath - Madrid's
manager has several layers of clothing on,
making the experience all the more
demanding. Zizou credits bikram yoga and a
largely plant-based diet for the fact that, at 48,
he now weighs less than he did as a player. It's
also an exercise in self-control, the value of
which need not be explained to him at this
stage in his career.

A customarily grueling press conference awaits
Zidane in a matter of hours. It's only been two
months since he guided Madrid to their
second consecutive Champions’ League title -
a resounding 4-1 win over Massimiliano
Allegri's Juventus in Cardiff - but life at the helm
of the biggest club in the world is never an
easy ride. Zidane will be bombarded with
specific questions regarding transfers and
asked to provide precise details about who will
be coming in and who will be going out. He
and his team's drive will also be put into
question, and he will be asked on more than
one occasion whether he has the ability to take
the Spanish and European champions to the
next level of footballing dominance.

Maximum restraint will be required on his part
to remain calm and keep the press on his side,
lest he be confronted with the predictable
headlines questioning his temperament that
have haunted him since his career ended in
such traumatic circumstances back in 2006.

Fast forward to the autumn of 2020 and the
world has changed significantly. In the midst of
arguably the worst pandemic since the
unfortunately named ‘Spanish’ influenza of
1918, Spain - and Spanish football - have been
deeply affected. The front pages are
dominated with news of spikes in new
coronavirus infections amid fears that the 
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country could be heading back into varying
levels of lockdown. La Liga has likewise been
thrown into occasional spells of turmoil with
numerous cases of players testing positive for
the virus, disputes between the League and
the Federation, all causing games to be
postponed. The continued absence of fans in
the stadiums is a constant reminder that this is
anything but a regular league campaign.

The financial losses stemming from a lack of
gate money and other challenges related to
COVID have also been significant, and
consequently, the summer's most talked about
signings have been largely internal affairs. This
has not been so much welcomed as accepted
by most La Liga clubs, who understand the
constraints of the current situation. Atlético
Madrid's board has been transparent about
their intention to have no more money going
out than comes in at the Wanda
Metropolitano, with much being made of their
low-cost acquisition of Luís Suárez from
Barcelona. Across the city, however, some are
finding it more difficult to adjust to the new
reality.

At Valdebebas, Real Madrid's training facility
which houses their temporary home ground -
Estadio Alfredo Di Stefano, journalists are
every bit as expectant as they were in 2017
that the next galáctico signing is just around

the corner. Zidane's interactions with the press
over the last few months of the transfer
window haven't exactly been tense affairs, but
they have been populated by increasingly
desperate journalists hoping for the slightest
ember to spark on something even closely
resembling a big name signing. The manager,
for his part, has responded as a matter of
routine by strolling into the Valdebebas press
room with the proverbial bucket of cold water.

The Frenchman continues to show restraint in
these situations as he did previously, but years
of experience have earned him the right to be
more direct with those asking the questions.
When the issue of transfers is raised, Zidane
responds in a tone reminiscent of a parent
swatting away their child's latest request for
another video game.

"We've got plenty of people here and you're
asking me to bring more in? What for? It's
complicated enough for me to put a team
together as it is because all of the players that I
have here are fantastic. Honestly, I'm happy." he
declared to a deflated group of journalists at
the end of September.

To say that Zizou has managed to tame the
Spanish media is, of course, an exaggeration.
He does however seem to have developed the
ability to steer these conversations in the 

"He has won a trophy every 19 games. He is a
blessing from heaven and hopefully he will be

with us for a long time. People can criticise
him as much as they want as long as he

continues to win titles."
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-Florentino Pérez on Zinedine Zidane in July 2020
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desired direction - towards the field of play
and away from what's happening behind the
scenes at the club. Zidane has said previously
that his squad is inflated, yet Madrid's restraint
in the last window was almost certainly as
much to do with finances as it was a
footballing issue. After all, if it is indeed the
case that, as reported, Florentino Pérez and
his board are looking to cut €200m from a
budget already weakened by a loss in gate
money and a stadium renovation set to be in
the hundreds of millions, a more moderate
attitude towards recruitment may not be the
worst place to start.

The money spent in recent years on building a
team for the future would suggest that a
different approach is indeed being taken, with
the likes of Fede Valverde, Martin Ødegaard,
Marco Asensio, Dani Ceballos, Takefusa Kubo,
Rodrygo Goes, Vinícius Júnior, Jesús Vallejo,
Reinier, Brahim Díaz and Andriy Lunin all
brought in under the age of twenty for a
combined total of €175.7m. The fact that their
market value has since risen to €355.5m, as
per Transfermarkt, is proof that such
investments are as shrewd as they are 

ambitious, but they remain a far cry from the
galáctico signings that have become
synonymous with the Pérez eras.

We should not be surprised if Zidane's press
conferences in the coming months continue to
be non-events, because this is exactly how
they should be in the eyes of the board. The
focus at all times must be directed towards
what's happening on the field, and Zidane's
experience has made him a genuine master at
doing just that.

In a market dominated by high spending
English sides, it remains to be seen whether
Madrid will return to an era of galáctico
signings at any time in the near future. While
the inactivity in the transfer market of late
continues to be an almost alien concept to a
fan base conditioned into a very different way
of doing things under this president, the man
currently in charge appears more than capable
of steadying the ship. It is perhaps this sense
of control above all else that will serve as
Zidane's greatest strength through whatever
lies ahead.

Tommy Hay

'Bikram is a yoga system that Bikram Choudhury developed from
Hatha Yoga techniques in the early 1970s. Classes last 90

minutes and consist of performing a series of 26 postures, while
working with different breathing exercises. The main peculiarity
of Bikram is that it is practiced in a room heated to 42 degrees
and with a humidity of 45% which is demanding on the body.'

'When the issue of transfers is raised, Zidane responds in a tone reminiscent of a

parent swatting away their child's latest request for another video game.'
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-El Confidencial on Zinedine Zidane's yoga classes
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Lyon v Toulouse, 1961

GERLANDGERLAND
Despite their battling run to theDespite their battling run to the
Champions' League semi-finals, couldChampions' League semi-finals, could
Lyon be heading for a season ofLyon be heading for a season of
regression? Rudi Garcia has much to do.regression? Rudi Garcia has much to do.
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LYON have endured perhaps their most
difficult start to a season in ten years. In
2010/11, a decade ago, Les Gones recorded
just five points from their first seven matches,
capped by a galling home derby defeat to
Saint-Étienne. Despite bringing in Yoann
Gourcuff that summer, who had been so
instrumental to Bordeaux’s 2009 title success,
the club floundered domestically, lacking
cohesion and depth at the back following the
departure of Jean-Alain Boumsong. Things are
not as dire now as they were a decade ago -
Lyon have lost only one of their first six and
only three sides have a better defensive
record, but might this season see OL continue
their slide?

Following that derby defeat, Lyon’s 2010
vintage lost just once in their next 23 matches,
vaulting to third. Despite finishing some dozen
points back of title winners Lille, the team
succeeded through its midfield graft and some
timely goals from Lisandro Lopez. Can this side
pull off a similar feat? The jury is still decidedly
out, but current signs are far from
encouraging, despite the club’s swashbuckling
run to the Champions’ League semi-final. While
that achievement (and a brave performance
against Paris Saint-Germain in the Coupe de la
Ligue final) showed the team’s resolute
character against teams that enjoy playing on
the front foot, Lyon still struggle to break 

teams down if individual brilliance cannot be
relied upon. A facet underscored by Memphis
Depay’s hat-trick in their only win so far.

In Depay, Houssem Aouar, and Moussa
Dembélé, Lyon have what should be a brilliant
cadre of attackers, with the rising star Rayan
Cherki an intriguing option from the bench.
Midfield is solid enough, despite the departure
of Lucas Tousart in the summer, with Bruno
Guimarães and Maxence Caqueret providing a
suitable balance between the Brazilian’s grinta
and ability on the ball and the academy
product’s almost supernatural passing skills.
Anthony Lopes is one of the best goalkeepers
in France, and the defence is reasonably
strong, with Léo Dubois and Jason Denayer
regular parts of the French and Belgian
national teams.

The summer window robbed Les Gones of
some depth, but some intriguing talent was
added to the mix, with Lucas Paquetá
potentially a spark in midfield and Mattia De
Sciglio a versatile presence in full-back areas.

So where, then, has it gone wrong for the
Rhône side? One obvious issue is the will-he-
won’t-he transfer sagas involving Depay and
Aouar. Depay is out of contract at the end of
the season, and Aouar had - save some
sparkling in the Champions’ League - by and 

"Of course I asked myself all the necessary questions. I am in
the headspace to have a great season with my club and get

back the points that we have lost. So of course we are going to
try to do the best season and to try to put the team and the

club back in its rightful place, at the top of France.
Disappointed? I am the opposite. I am at home, in the club that

I love, with my friends and my family."

GERLAND 29 LYON REGRESSION?

-Houssem Aouar on his decision to stay at Lyon
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large stagnated under manager Rudi Garcia,
although that stagnation is far from unique to
him. Dembélé wasn’t linked as often with a
move away, but his own form has also taken a
nosedive, with no goals since football’s return
in France.

Garcia has taken note, dropping each of the
three at different times, but at home to
Marseille before the international break this
folly was laid bare in deploying a 4-3-3, leaving
both Depay and Dembélé on the bench, with
Tino Kadewere and Karl Toko Ekambi
preferred. Kadewere has little experience of
football at the highest level, and may yet come
good, but it is already seeming that, like many
strikers who have had a modicum of success in
Ligue 2, the leap to the top flight is simply
beyond his level of talent for now.

As to Toko Ekambi, the Cameroonian had a
bright start to life in Lyon after arriving from
Villarreal in January, scoring in each of his first
two league appearances, but is yet to find the
net since. Even if his role has often been at
times to play as a wide forward, or a second
striker, his goal return has been meagre at
best — for a player so adept at getting into
good positions, his touch and finishing has too
regularly been woeful. Yet, in arguably Lyon’s
biggest match of the domestic campaign to
date, the pair were in the eleven with Depay 

and Dembélé on the bench for the first 70
minutes.

An early goal up, OM were down to ten men
inside twenty minutes, and Lyon quickly
levelled through Aouar’s penalty. While the
hosts continued to push, and perhaps should
have gone ahead when a goal was wrongly
disallowed for a foul on Marseille goalkeeper
Steve Mandanda, the result was not exactly
undeserved. Opportunities for Thiago Mendes
and Dembélé were also missed, perhaps
putting to bed the idea that Kadewere and
Toko Ekambi’s lack of quality was solely to
blame. Rather than on the heads of the two
misfiring January arrivals, the blame for Lyon’s
struggles needs to be laid at the feet of
Sporting Director Juninho and Rudi Garcia.

A club legend who has relied heavily on Brazil
for signings, Juninho has made some decent
purchases, with Guimarães chief among them,
but by and large his efforts have fallen flat as
the end of the window saw his two record
acquisitions, Joachim Andersen and Jeff Reine-
Adélaïde, go out on loan. Moreover, Youssouf
Koné and Thiago Mendes, neither player
cheap at €9m and €22m respectively, have
also become peripheral figures, exposing a
lack of acumen which has left Lyon with a
shallow and unevenly constructed first team
squad.

“Pfft. Rudi is with us. He has been cited as one of the
best 10 managers in Europe. News gets invented, it is
sad. We are not going to respond to such nuisances.
Rudi Garcia is and will be our manager, that is clear.

And we are going to have a great team.”

CLUBS 30 OLYMPIQUE LYONNAIS

-Lyon President Jean-Michel Aulas on questions over Rudi Garcia's future
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Still, though, OL have managed to turn in some
battling performances, as exemplified by their
Champions’ League run, but the truth of the
matter is that this team is not designed for
European success, even if it is a lofty goal.
Success in Europe under this manager will be,
more often than not, the product of playing a
cagey, defensive style, hoping to hit their
opponents on the break, a style which Garcia
has proved adept at implementing, along with
instilling a sense of unity in the squad.

However, in Ligue 1, the mandate is to break
down opponents who are by and large primed
to sit deep and require an amount of ‘lock
picking’ to break down, something that will only
be fostered by a combination of installing an
attacking ethos tactically as well as translating
that same spirit of unity into how the team
constructs moves, having seen it established
defensively. Aouar and Depay provide creative
talent in abundance, but too often the
Dutchman in particular seeks to play as

creator and finisher, failing to link play with the
likes of Dembélé and Maxwel Cornet having
drawn the opponents’ defence, and doing his
best not to acknowledge the striker’s ability in
front of goal.

This selfishness has even seemed to spread,
with Aouar also a little susceptible, and
Dembélé now looking increasingly an isolated
figure. Yes, he has his foibles (see last season’s
raft of penalty misses) but the former Celtic
man has scored roughly a goal every other
match domestically, with Lyon losing only twice
when he’s found the net. Garcia badly needs to
rejig the attack to get the best out of his best
three players, asserting his authority to set
Dembélé up for success by starting him
regularly and making him the focal point of the
team tactically. Until he does that, it will likely
be more of the same for Les Gones this
season.

Eric Devin

Dembélé Aouar Depay Cornet B. Traoré
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LYON GOALS + ASSISTS: 19/20 ALL COMPS

'The summer window robbed Les Gones of some depth, but some intriguing

talent was added to the mix, with Lucas Paquetá potentially a spark in

midfield and Mattia De Sciglio a versatile presence in full-back areas.'
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Anderlecht v Hamburg, Cup Winners' Cup Final, 1977



ON 29th August, USL Dunkerque welcomed
Ligue 2 football back to the Stade Marcel-
Tribut for the first time in 24 years. Back in the
professional ranks of French football, this
should have been a cause for great
celebration. However, the occasion was
overshadowed by the tribute paid to former
USLD player and coach and son of the city Alex
Dupont, who had passed away earlier in the
month, after suffering a heart attack.

News of Dupont’s shock passing at just 66 was
met with huge sadness across the French
football family. Although not the most high
profile of France’s great coaches of the early
21st century, his achievements in football –
and more importantly his philosophy on life –
meant that ‘Sir Alex’, the affectionate nickname
which also adorned the back of all the USLD
players’ shirts in tribute, will be greatly missed.

Born in Dunkirk in 1954, Dupont suffered early
tragedy aged just five, when his father René
was killed in a road accident. He worked in the
family fishmonger’s but, at 18, decided to
pursue a career in football, spending the
majority of his playing days with his hometown
club, as a workaday midfielder. Perhaps
conscious that he didn’t have the talent to
earn his fortune on the pitch, he found
innovative ways to supplement his income, as 

his cousin and lifelong friend Philippe Bialski
recalls: “After matches we’d take the car and he
would DJ in the nightclubs of Nieuport. There
would be barely 300 people there, but it gave us
some pocket money and some memorable nights.
He was great on the decks.”

Dupont hung up his boots aged just 30, to take
up management at US Dunkerque, as it was
then called. This enabled him to remain close
to his family roots, often inviting new signings
for a fish dinner at his mother’s or
grandmother’s. It wasn’t only his players who
benefited from his generosity and hospitality.
Journalist Didier Dupuis recalls: “I found a job
as a journalist in Dunkirk. I knew no one and took
a coaching course with the USLD third team. The
coach was Alex Dupont. He asked where I was
staying that night. I told him I was returning to
Lille. He said ‘let’s go to Borel [a Dunkirk bistrot]
for a pint. He then took me home, offered me his
spare room and I stayed there until I found a
flat.”

The new responsibility did not prevent him
from continuing to let rip at the city’s annual
carnival – particularly in his role as a member
of the Corsaires Dunkerquois philanthropic
organisation (co-founded by his father) which
would see him, dressed as a pirate, acting as
cheerleader at the Corsaires’ annual ball.

A TRIBUTE TO 'SIR ALEX' DUPONT, THE DASHING

KNIGHT OF FRENCH FOOTBALL.
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Managerial duties remained Dupont’s priority
though and under him the club continued to
punch above its weight, maintaining its Ligue 2
status. The club was eventually relegated in
1996 and Dupont took the opportunity to cut
the apron strings, eventually finding himself, in
1998, at another small club with a proudly
impressive Ligue 2 record: FC Gueugnon.

In his first season with Les Forgerons (the
Blacksmiths), Dupont led the club to an
impressive sixth place finish. His second
season, however, sealed his and the club’s
place in French football history. The hotch-
potch of journeymen put together by Dupont –
with only a young Sylvain Distin a household
name – made it all the way to the Coupe de la
Ligue final. Standing in their path were cup
specialists and the richest club in France, PSG,
featuring the likes of Jay-Jay Okocha, Laurent
Robert and Ali Benarbia. “The commentators
said to me ‘Alex, try to hold on till half time, we
don’t want people changing channels”, Dupont
recalled. A half time score of 0-0 was if
anything harsh on the underdogs; second half
goals from Marcelo Trapasso and Sylvain
Flauto secured a deserved win as Gueugnon
became the only ever Ligue 2 side to win the
trophy. Dupont, only 46 and encouraging an
attractive, modern style of football with
overlapping full-backs and ball playing central
midfielders, was the toast of the town, despite
narrowly missing out on promotion: “It [the cup
run] cost us, but how can you have any regrets
after that?”

Dupont moved on that summer to Ligue 1
Sedan and again demonstrated his coaching
excellence. The team’s 5-1 success over PSG
proved that his cup final win was no fluke. Les
Sangliers just missed out on being champions
d’automne as Dupont’s achievements spanning
two seasons helped him earn the France
Football Coach of the Year 2000 award. Sedan
were as high as third as late as March,
eventually finishing in fifth and qualifying for 

the UEFA Cup – again achieved with barely a
well known footballer among the squad.

Keen to experience something new, Dupont
soon moved on to stints in Qatar and the
United Arab Emirates (with a short tenure to
save Laval from Ligue 2 relegation sandwiched
in between) but didn’t find the experience
entirely stimulating (“the day passed and the
following day you couldn’t remember what you
had done the day before”).

Dupont returned to France and was soon
coaching the French police team to the
European championship – though not before
taking over at another struggling Ligue 2 outfit,
Brest. Dupont recalls receiving the Brest job
offer: “I was in Innsbruck for the Euro
qualifications with the French Police when I was
asked if I was up for the challenge. We played the
match and luckily we won it in extra time – if it
had gone to penalties I wouldn’t have been able
to stay.” Dupont immediately brought his ability
to bear at Brest, saving them from relegation,
then guiding them to promotion the following
year (earning the Ligue 2 coach of the season
award in the process) and then helping them
stay in Ligue 1 the following season.

An unsuccessful stint at Ajaccio, followed by a
slightly disappointing return to Brest, followed.
He then carried out some scouting work for
Hervé Renard’s Morocco ahead of the 2018
World Cup before retiring, having held out for
another Ligue 1 or African job that never
came.

Perhaps, despite his success, Dupont no
longer fitted into the changed values of
modern football. Many of his quotes over the
years paint the picture of a traditionalist who
was slightly ill at ease with the direction in
which some aspects of football were headed.
He observed that “I like top-level football, but I
also like the grounds that smell of chips and beer.
Football isn’t played in VIP lounges, even if they 

THE FRENCH SIR ALEX
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are part of the backdrop”.

A sentimentalist under the boisterous, fun-
loving exterior, he always shared a special
bond with his players, and felt that this was
something else that the less seemly aspects of
the modern game was lacking: “There is a
dehumanisation. Twenty years ago, if a kid had a
bad game you’d invite him to yours – ‘what’s
wrong? Come round for dinner.’ Today that’s over.
Players’ mentality has changed. We live in a more
egotistical world. And in a football world ruled by
money there’s an inflationary trend caused by
agents. They are part of my world but not part of
my job. They exert influence on increasingly
fragile and young players. It’s immoral. That’s
what’s disgusting. They jeopardise not only the
player but the person. They lie to them because
it’s all about their interests. And the more
transfers there are, the more … anyway.”

Dupont’s love for his players was clearly
reciprocated, with many lining up to pay
tribute to him. Steeve Elana, for example: “He
had a big effect on me. He always wanted to win,
but also taught us to be able to lose. It’s rare to
have a coach tell you that you are allowed to lose
if your opponent is better. It was his way of lifting
the pressure.” Or Richard Socrier: “He was Sir
Alex. He liked to laugh, to tease, to be inventive in
training. He was a good man who loved football
but also loved to remind you that football wasn’t
everything and that you had to take full
advantage of life.”

And that was something that Dupont
enthusiastically did. Whether returning to
Dunkirk (Dupuis: “He’s a pure Dunkerquois,
among the dockers, the fishermen, the carnival”)
and supporting local charities (Bialski: “we have
a charity that helps the homeless, the poor, the
refugees; Alex was a humanist, he regularly made
gifts but asked me not to reveal his name”) or
riding across Brittany with his beloved wife 

Ghislaine (“I’m a fan of Harley-Davidsons. We
didn’t do Route 66. It was more Route 69…”),
Dupont loved to share life, love and laughter
with others.

Retirement suited him. He divided his time
between his pied-à-terre in Senegal, where he
had planned to spend his senior years with
childhood friend and another prematurely
departed coach Bruno Metsu (“with Bruno it
was never-ending days of parties…unfortunately
he left us early, the idiot!”), doing some
occasional coaching at the nearby football
academy; and his home in La Turbie in the
south of France, where he would play the
occasional game of padel with Didier
Deschamps.

Unsurprisingly for such a bon viveur, Dupont
has gone with so much more life left to be
celebrated. The planned get together to mark
the twentieth anniversary of Gueugnon’s
Coupe de la Ligue win had been postponed
because of COVID. And Dupont, when asked
for the first stadium he’d visit once crowds are
allowed to return, was unequivocal: “If I was
given the choice, it would be Dunkerque’s first
match back in Ligue 2. I have such a strong
image of Dunkirk … those are my roots and I
played and coached there.”

Dupont’s sad passing – perhaps poetically the
night of the final ever final of the Coupe de la
Ligue – the competition that made him a
legend – deprived him of those two special
opportunities to commune with the people he
loved. But his players, his friends, his fellow
Dunkerquois, were also deprived of the chance
to remind Sir Alex how much he was loved. As
Eric Boniface, his defender at Gueugnon, put it
so simply and powerfully: “he was a good coach.
But he was above all a great person.”

Jeremy Smith

THE FRENCH SIR ALEX
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NOWHERE is defeat celebrated more
passionately than in Saint-Étienne. Despite
winning 15 major trophies between 1962 and
1981, Les Verts’ golden age is defined by the
1976 European Cup final loss to Bayern
Munich. A defeat fans attribute to Hampden
Park’s goal frame. At 0-0, Dominique Bathenay
and Jacques Santini struck the square planks
that made up post and bar; efforts that Les
Verts’ supporters insist would have resulted in
goals had the posts been rounded. Les Poteaux
Carrés now carry almost religious significance
in Saint-Étienne, having become the symbol of
one of France’s greatest, and most important,
teams.

Saint-Étienne’s golden era is defined by Robert
Herbin, his 25 year association with Les Verts
encompassed nine titles; five as a player and
four as manager. Renowned for a wispy
auburn afro and his nickname, The Sphinx,
due to a watchful touchline presence amid the
furore that accompanied a series of
improbable European Cup fightbacks, Herbin -
and his team - won the hearts of a nation
deprived of footballing success.

Although Herbin joined Jean Snella’s
champions in 1957, a lengthy stay seemed
unlikely. “I thought that I would not stay two
years,” Herbin told Le Progrès, “I stayed because
the club had ambition.” Although 

Snella, Herbin’s mentor and “father figure”,
brought two further championships, it would
be the 1967 appointment of Albert Batteux
that would truly propel Herbin and Saint-
Étienne forward. Batteux’s Champagne football
took France to the 1958 World Cup semi-finals
and Stade de Reims to five championships and
two European Cup finals between 1953 and
1962.

Once a battling midfielder, Batteux dropped
Herbin into defence, allowing the now
experienced campaigner to organise from the
back. Powerful Malian goalscorer Salif Keita
joined unpredictable forward Rachid Mekhloufi
in attack as ASSE won three championships
and two French cups between 1968 and 1970,
an era Herbin still sees as the club’s true
zenith. “She is beautiful, this team. Superb. I loved
it.” he said.

Nevertheless, Batteux was unable to replicate
Reims’ European successes while Marseille
began to take charge domestically, tempting
some of Batteux’s stars away and winning the
1971 and 1972 titles. Frustrated over player
sales, Batteux quit in ‘72 as ASSE slumped to
sixth as his relationship with club president
Roger Rocher soured. Herbin swiftly retired at
just 33, later explaining that a tackle from
England’s Nobby Stiles during the 1966 World
Cup severely affected his performances. “I was 

THE STORY OF THE MAN WHO BUILT AND DEFINED

FRENCH FOOTBALL'S RECORD CHAMPIONS.
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able to play again but I was diminished,” Herbin
explained. “When I see [Montpellier’s Vitorino
Hilton] who plays at 40, I tell myself that I would
have done the same. I envy him but I was lucky
not to be disabled.”

With Batteux’s style of football often branded
as lightweight, Rocher wanted his new Les
Verts to identify with supporters, many being
local coal miners, and ‘wet the shirt’. Few
understood Saint-Étienne like Herbin and,
despite his inexperience, Rocher appointed
Herbin as manager and Les Verts’ style started
to shift. "You have to take their breath away,
grab them by the throat, play faster," Herbin told
L’Équipe. Intent on improving fitness, forward
Yves Triantafyllos described the new coach’s
gruelling training as like working “in a factory”
while the same intensity caused Michel Platini
to vomit during early sessions after joining in
1979.

Youth was central to Rocher’s plan and Saint-
Étienne’s 1970 Gambardella youth cup
winners would provide four of the square
posts starting eleven, while five more also
came through Saint-Étienne’s youth ranks. All
eleven were discovered by Pierre Garonnaire.
Garonnaire, the godfather of French scouting,
became part of the club’s “Brains Trust”
alongside Rocher and Herbin, leading the
club’s recruitment for an astonishing four
decades. Establishing a network of informants
on players, trawling youth football across
France and even surreptitiously videoing
opposition, it was Garonnaire who initially
discovered Herbin the player and later
recommended him for coach.

Three league titles and two French cups were
won by Herbin’s new young team in his first
four years as manager, but Les Verts would yet
be graced by an angel. Dominique Rocheteau,
The Green Angel, rose to prominence in 1975
as a pacey, skillful and clinical forward with a
hard-nosed panache and quickly became 

Herbin’s fulcrum. Latterly an actor, Rocheteau’s
boyish smile, dark curls and ruthless swagger
provided rare star quality.

Herbin’s dynamic and aggressive but free-
wheeling and creative side went unbeaten at
the Stade Geoffroy-Guichard for more than
four years where a furnace-like atmosphere
led to its ‘Cauldron’ moniker. European first leg
deficits to Hajduk Split and Ruch Chorzów
were overcome on typically boisterous nights
at The Cauldron in the 1974/75 season,
perennial top scorer Hervé Revelli the hero.
But Le Chaudron’s peak was yet to come.

Oleg Blokhin had led Dynamo Kiev to the 1975
Cup Winners’ Cup title and, with a 2-0 lead,
Blokhin and Kiev favourites ahead of the last
eight second leg in Saint-Étienne. Sainté
nevertheless swept to a famous 3-0 victory
which pivoted on a ludicrous passage of play.

Blokhin, clean through on goal having floored
defender Gérard Janvion and burnt past
Christian Lopez, inexplicably checked his run
as if to beat Lopez again. Lopez however
hooked the ball away as The Cauldron roared.
Fourteen seconds and some indecisive Kiev
defending later, Revelli latched onto Christian
Sarramagna’s looped pass to slide home the
opener. Rocheteau’s extra time third put ASSE
into the semis. As Rocher once said, "at the
Geoffroy-Guichard nothing is impossible."

Aside from Santini and Bathenay’s misfortune
in striking Hampden’s angular goal frame, Les
Verts suffered with a number of absentees
against Bayern. Rocheteau could only make a
late cameo after injury. Nevertheless, Franz
Beckenbauer would concede that the 1-0 win
was the toughest across Bayern’s three
consecutive European final triumphs.

After the 1958 edition, France only qualified for
one of the following four World Cups, but
Herbin’s Saint-Étienne provided rare cause for 
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hope. Six of the squad that reached the 1982
semi-finals in Spain were drawn from Les Verts.
Others, like Rocheteau (then at PSG) were
ASSE youth products while Platini and Patrick
Battiston also played under Herbin. Aimé
Jacquet, France’s 1998 World Cup winning
coach, spent 13 years at Saint-Étienne too -
Batteux and Herbin his mentors.

Sainté’s dynasty, however, would eventually
crumble. Rocher brought in more established
names; Platini, Battiston and the Netherlands’
Johnny Rep. Although ASSE would win the
1981 title, further European glory proved
evasive. In staunchly defending the club’s
youth policy, Herbin’s relationship with Rocher
disintegrated and The Sphinx departed the
club in 1983 and sadly died in April 2020.
Saint-Étienne have since renamed their
training ground and academy in his honour.

Rocher left in 1990 having been found guilty of
embezzlement after using a slush fund to
support player wages, but Saint-Étienne fans
nevertheless still champion Rocher, voting him
most worthy of a statue outside Le Chaudron in
a 2018 Le Progrès poll.

Having incredibly resurfaced at rivals Lyon
before returning unsuccessfully to Saint-
Étienne in 1987, The Sphinx remained
unsentimental, telling Le Progrès: “I didn't keep
anything, not even a jersey or a cup,”
nevertheless Les Poteaux Carrés endured a
source of regret. “I’ve never watched the match
back... The wound is not healed. I dream about
it." Having stood undisturbed for 84 years, Les
Poteaux Carrés of Hampden Park were finally
replaced in 1987 and Saint-Étienne paid
€20,000 to eventually bring them ‘home’ to
France in 2013.

Although Ajax, Liverpool and Bayern are rightly
lauded as the decade's standard bares,
without Herbin’s Saint-Étienne, and those they
inspired, French football history may be quite
different. Although European success eluded
them, Les Verts’ supporters are forever grateful
for the most glorious of failures and the
shimmering memory of a magnificent team in
green. Just imagine if the posts had been
round.

Adam White
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'Youth was central to Rocher’s plan and Saint-Étienne’s
1970 Gambardella youth cup winners would provide four
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were discovered by Pierre Garonnaire.'
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A fabled day in Real Madrid’s history. The day they won their 13th
and third consecutive Champions’ League crown; the day Gareth
Bale scored the greatest goal in the club’s history; the day
Cristiano Ronaldo played his final match for the club. The day.

OSIMHENOSIMHENOSIMHEN

FROM SELLING WATER BOTTLES TO AN 80M EURO TRANSFER

FEE, HOW MUCH FURTHER CAN VICTOR OSIMHEN GO?

NOVEMBER 8th, 2015. Estadio Sausalito. Viña
del Mar, Chile. 56th minute. Following a cross
from Chinedu Madueke, Victor Osimhen
scores the opening goal of the final of the U17
World Cup. His last goal of the tournament,
after finding the net in each of the previous six
games on the route to lifting the trophy,
breaking the record for the most goals in a
single edition with 10. A record that still stands.

Obviously, such a performance did not go
unnoticed. Clubs like Arsenal, Manchester City,
PSG and Inter Milan were all linked with the
golden boy, who also impressed Lille and
former Monaco transfer guru Luís Campos.
Eventually, hoping for a reasonable game time,
he officially joined Wolfsburg in January 2017.
The right move for the rising star’s career? It
was not going to be easy in Germany, but life
has often been challenging for Osimhen.

Born in Lagos, Nigeria in December 1998, the
youngest of seven children - three boys and
four girls - he grew up in Olusosun, where
Africa’s biggest open landfill can be found and
where extreme poverty is the norm. The young  
Victor was struck by tragedy when he was

barely six-years-old. As he explained to France
Football: ”I lost my mum in October [that year].
Three months later, my father lost his job. It was a
very tough time for our family. My brother was
selling newspapers, my sister [sold] oranges and I
[sold] bottles of water in the Lagos traffic jams.
We had to survive so we stuck together. Every
night, we gathered our money on the table and
gave everything to my sister, who took care of it
all. Part of my life was a struggle to survive. But
it’s what makes me who I am today. Each one of
these events built my personality.”

Osimhen never gave up on his dreams and
joined the Lagos based Ultimate Strikers
Academy, where he was recommended to
former national team forward Emmanuel
Amunike, then the coach of the Nigerian U17
side, the Golden Eaglets. Although his rise
since has been meteoric, his journey was again
not without difficulties.

Off the field at Wolfsburg, he started his life in
Saxony by buying a house for his family with
his first salary. On the field, however, his first
18 months with the Wolves were a failure due
to a lack of confidence, injury issues and 
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struggling to adapt to a new environment.
After 14 games in all competitions, he had zero
goals. Even worse, during a trip to his
homeland in the summer of 2018 he
contracted malaria, making him unavailable for
pre-season and unfit to pass medicals with
suitors Club Brugge and Zulte Waregem.

His salvation came in the form of another
Belgian club, eventually moving on loan to
Charleroi. The new fully fledged Super Eagle -
having made his international debut against
Uganda in November 2018 - took to this new
league straight away, with five goals in his first
five starts. Eight months in and Osimhen had
managed 20 goals across all competitions,
including the fastest goal in the history of the
Jupiler Pro League. At the end of the 2018/19
campaign, Charleroi decided to buy the player
for €3.5m, only to sell him a few weeks later to
Lille for a significant markup price of €15m
including bonuses. Adding to an already
momentous summer, Osimhen was also called
up by Gernoth Rohr for the African Cup of
Nations, playing 45 minutes in the third place
play off against Tunisia.

Having lost striker Rafael Leão to AC Milan and,
more importantly, Nicolas Pépé to Arsenal,
LOSC were in desperate need of a goalscorer.
Fans did not really know what to expect from
their new striker but his first game underlined 

the full extent of his potential. Speed, strength,
accuracy, Osimhen showed it all against
Nantes in August 2019, scoring a brace on his
debut with Lille. Even better, his first four shots
on target in Ligue 1 ended up in the back of
the net as he became the first player to score
in his first three Ligue 1 games with Lille in the
last 50 seasons.

He also scored against Chelsea and at Valencia
in the Champions’ League. His secret?
Listening to advice from goalkeepers, watching
videos of his idols Didier Drogba and Robert
Lewandowski, hard work and trusting his
instinct. By the end of 2019, he had 10 goals in
Ligue 1, two in the Champions’ League and
one more in the Coupe de la Ligue. Even at
this early stage, Campos predicted his
departure at the end of the season, expecting
a big fee from a top club for Les Dogues'
number seven.

His prediction – or wish – turned out to be
true. With the season ending prematurely due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, it didn’t take long
for rumours to build. Liverpool? Real Madrid?
Inter Milan? Italy was the final destination,
Mount Vesuvius his new neighbour. For a fee
of around €80m, Osimhen joined Napoli at the
end of July. While it took him 19 minutes to
score his first goal with Lille, he only needed
eight minutes to bag a hat-trick with Napoli. A 

"I went to Lagos to see the under 17 World
Championships. After one match I wanted him. But
his price was very expensive for a 17-year-old. I
spoke to my CEO. I called him every night saying,
'Please give me this player, he is amazing. In two

years he will be one of the best in Europe'."

VICTOR OSIMHEN 82 NAPOLI

-Lille sporting director Luís Campos on Victor Osimhen
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week later, three more goals. Of course, these
were ‘only’ friendly games against teams in the
third and fourth tiers of the Italian football, but
what a way to introduce yourself.

On the bench for the first game of the Serie A
2020/21 season, he changed the momentum
of the game after coming on against Parma.
Napoli coach Gennaro Gattuso had nothing
but positive words for his new signing: “Victor
gave us depth and vivacity. He's young but he’s
mature. I know he'll keep his feet on the ground
and keep working. He has charisma, personality
and is very smart. He did well to integrate into the
team.”  

Osimhen’s first start came a week later,
delivering a delightful assist for Piotr Zieliński
in Napoli’s demolition of Genoa (6-0). His first
goal contribution in the Italian top-flight, and
surely not the last. Life has tested Osimhen on
multiple occasions, but fate seems to have
been kind. However his career progresses in
the coming months and years, one thing
remains certain, ‘Humble Victor’ will always give
it all, with a smile on his face. He’s come a long
way from selling water bottles to the Lagos
traffic.

Kevin Jeffries
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'He also scored against Chelsea and at Valencia in the

Champions’ League. His secret? Listening to advice from

goalkeepers, watching videos of his idols Didier Drogba and

Robert Lewandowski, hard work and trusting his instinct.

By the end of 2019, he had 10 goals in Ligue 1, two in the

Champions’ League and one more in the Coupe de la Ligue.'

WORDS: KEVIN JEFFRIES 83 @kevjeffries
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A fabled day in Real Madrid’s history. The day they won their 13th
and third consecutive Champions’ League crown; the day Gareth
Bale scored the greatest goal in the club’s history; the day
Cristiano Ronaldo played his final match for the club. The day.

DAVIESDAVIES
PUTTING CANADIAN FOOTBALL ON THE MAP AT LAST,

ALPHONSO DAVIES MAY ALREADY BE THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

WHEN you think of Canada, certain
stereotypes and quips might immediately
enter your mind. The regular jokes about
everything being answered with an ‘I’m sorry.’
Maple syrup is usually mentioned, and for
good reason given that the province of
Quebec is the world’s largest producer of the
popular culinary commodity. Cold weather,
Tim Horton’s, a love of beer, Europe’s first true
point of contact with North America, and
under-appreciated contributions in the Second
World War are other common associations
with the United States’ not-so-noisy northern
neighbour. But, very quietly, the nation is mad
about sport; particularly hockey, and of course,
football.

From an athletic standpoint, Canada has made
its mark in a sport they have perfected: Ice
Hockey. The greatest player in the history of
the sport - Wayne Gretzky - hails from
Brantford, Ontario. Nine of the ten best
players in the history of the National Hockey
League (as voted on by fans, players, and
pundits alike) are Canadian. But the nation has
given the sporting world so much more than
just this popular game.

Olympic goal medal-winning sprinter and
Jamaican born Donovan Bailey, iconic NBA
point guard Steve Nash, gold medal-winning
skier Nancy Greene Raine, and women’s
football pioneer Christine Sinclair are all
Canadian by birth or citizenship. They’ve left
their mark, but football is a game in which they
have achieved little.

Though players including the likes of Craig
Forrest (West Ham United & Ipswich Town),
Paul Stalteri (Tottenham, Fulham & Werder
Bremen), and Julian de Guzman (Deportivo La
Coruna & Hannover 96) have graced the
highest levels of the game, none have ever
reached the pinnacle. Or even flirted with it.
Aside from perhaps Calgary born double
Champions’ League winner Owen Hargreaves.
The one percent. That elite level that Canada
has reached in sport in other arenas of play.
That may be all about to change.

Born to Liberian parents in the Buduburam
refugee camp 27 miles west of Accra, Ghana,
Alphonso Davies has had a meteoric rise that
few have matched in recent years. After
moving to the city of Edmonton at the age of 
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five, Davies lived and breathed football while
playing as part of his school district’s youth
football scene. At fourteen he joined the
Vancouver Whitecaps youth academy, and
when he signed his first team contract in July
of 2016, he became the youngest active player
in MLS at the time. The day after he put pen to
paper, he made his competitive MLS debut,
becoming the second youngest ever debutant
in the league behind Freddy Adu.

His stock would rise virtually overnight after his
first season, and he already found himself on
the radars of a trio of English giants in United,
Chelsea, and Liverpool. But he didn’t truly turn
heads until the 2018 league campaign where
his physical development was too impressive
to ignore.

Despite being deployed on the left of
Vancouver's forward line, Davies’ physical
presence as a winger was incredible. Strong on
and off the ball, an engine that never tired and
lethal pace that few - if any - could come close
to matching.

He was still raw in certain technical areas, but
he had intangibles that you could not teach.
He was a natural athlete, and raw technical
ability could always be refined. This caused
German giants Bayern Munich to make a
surprise move for the now fully capped 

Canadian international during the summer of
2018. But it took a moment of providence for
him to get his chance.

Though he had made his full debut for Bayern
during the 2018/19 campaign, it would be in
the 2019/20 season where Davies skyrocketed.
Having only made appearances off the bench
for Nico Kovac early in the campaign, an injury
crisis in the Bayern back line saw David Alaba
shifted into a left centre-back role, and Davies
relied on to deputise in the Austrian’s usual
spot.

What made Davies such a highly coveted
prospect as a winger allowed him to excel as
an attacking full-back for Bayern. His blistering
pace and impressive engine room afforded
Hansi Flick the luxury of retaining his tactical
preference for pushing full-backs further
forward and heavily involving them in all
phases of play. His technical ability on the ball
meant, if there was no passing chain or
combination play available, he could beat his
marker and find space on his own. Crucially,
since his arrival at the club, the refinement in
his final ball - one that lacked a degree of
consistency beforehand - was regularly on
display.

There are few players who were feared more
than Davies when he was at full tilt, and even if 

"He's a player with a lot of heart and a lot of power, extreme
power. Sometimes maybe he's not [in the] best position on the

field, but he gets the opponent when they think: 'Oh, I have time,
I have time' and then 'meep meep, meep meep' the Bayern

roadrunner comes ahead and steals the ball."

ALPHONSO DAVIES 106 BAYERN MUNICH

-Thomas Müller on Alphonso Davies
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he was caught further up the pitch, the
chances of him running you down and winning
back possession or breaking up play remained
in his favour.

Though the statistical categories do not speak
to a heavy influence (at time of writing he has
registered four goals and ten assists in 53
appearances), the eye test is all you need in
this regard. He has made Bayern even more
dangerous and has quickly become a
transformational player despite his youthful
exuberance.

The question moving forward is less about
where he will end up, but rather, where he is
currently. Many have labelled Davies the best
left-back in Europe. The praise has continued
to be heaped on the Canadian prodigy, and
not just from pundits and fans. Fellow
professionals such as Andy Robertson,
Marcelo, teammates Thomas Müller & Joshua 

Kimmich, manager Hansi Flick, and a host of
other names have all been left reeling by his
rising level of performance.

For the first time in the history of football, a
Canadian men’s national player has been on
the lips of not just European, but world
football observers. Though there is always the
danger of unforeseen pitfalls rearing their ugly
heads along his path, much as players such as
Jack Wilshere or Mario Götze experienced,
there is no question of the immeasurable
potential Alphonso Davies possesses.

Whether you view him as the best in the world
in his position currently or not, Davies has truly
announced Canada on the big stage. Players
like Lille attacker Jonathan David who follow in
his wake are only the beginning. American’s
softly spoken Northern neighbour won’t be
quiet much longer.

Drew Thompson
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'There are few players who were feared more than Davies when he was

at full tilt, and even if he was caught further up the pitch, the chances of

him running you down and winning back possession or breaking up

play remained in his favour.'

WORDS: DREW THOMPSON 107 @FMLehrer
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